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• SELF-DETERMINATION A_[D SZCUR!TY IN THE PACIFIC:
A Study of the Covenant Between the
United States and the Northern L[ariana

Islands

S_/_. /_ _D_/_ took possession during

1

World War II of those Pacific islands known collectively as _,[icronesia,

the has been faced with a significant policy dilemma caused
4

by the inherent conflict between //J 4esires to •control the area

for defense reasons and to recognize the right of the peoples• of _.licro-

nesia to determine their own future. Inthe immediate post-war era,

the United States affected a temporary solution to its difficulties by

agreeingto administer the islahds as. the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands, a "stratezic trusteeship'! under the supervision of the United

2

Nationsp but that action merely postponed rather than resolved the

underlying problem. -In the late 1960's, therefore, the dilemma surfaced

again as the U_J/_ S%_ Le_g- a/_/-,/_ /_ _.owua/_ o/,/! ._.,_/a_

the United States has been strugzlinz to work out a plan for the future

status of the Trust Territory which, will provide an. enduring solution
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for this problem. It now appears that the key component of that solutiol _

3

is a legalcovenant signed by _ President Ford on _larch •24, 1976,

4

that .will eventually make the Northern Marians Islands, which

5

currently form one of the six districts of the Trust Territory, a com-

monwealth in political union with the United States.

On its face, the Covenant between the United States and the

_arianas seems well-calculated to advance the primaryinterests of all

concerned. It represents the culmination of long-standing agitation

by the people of the _larianas for a separate status from the rest 0f

Micronesia_ and, at the same time,.the Covenant gives the United States

sovereign territory on which to place military bases. In addition,

the agreement imparts flexibility to UHited States' negotiations with

6

the Congress of _icronesia concerning the future status of the re-

mainder of the Trust Territory, neg_otiations which had previously been

stalled bY American intransigience over the issue of the permanence of

any future relationship. _//fr I_I,

The simple fact that the Northern Marianas are part of

the Trust Territory raises, however, some disturbing questions concern-

ing the propriety of the Covenant as a solution to the problems of the

41Z79 "
United States, When this country voluntarily submitted the islands
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of _licronesia to the International Trusteeship SYstem of the United

Nations, it committed itself to observe specific _uidelines in its

conduct towards the peoples of the Tergitory. Yet, with the approval

of the 51arianas .Covenant, the United •States has embarked on a. course

Of action unique in the relatively short history of the Trust System.

Never before has a trust territory been _eozraphically frazmented by

the arrangement for its future status, and never before has the admin-

istering authority of a trust sought to politically absorb any or all

of its dependency. The purpose of this note is to analyse the nature

of these actions, and _ C_/_ds_ _ the United States has, through

i4_ Covenant with the _larianas, A dischargedits obligations under."

the United Nations Charter and the Specific trust agreement for

the Pacific Islands.

41Z793



The chain of events which has brought the United

States and the Northern Mariana Islands to the brink of poli-

tlcal union began with the establishment of the United States

after. World War II as the United Nation's trustee for the

three •main Micronesian Island groups -- the Marshalls, the

.-" Marlanas and the Carolines. The islands had previously been

controlled by _m Japan.under a Mandate. fron the League of

Nations, but that arrangement came to an end when American

troops seized the islands in 194h. The trusteeship arrange-

ment which replaced A was an experiment designed to recon-

cile divergent American approaches to the problem posed by

_ ".." _._ : .,,,, ..

possession of the islands°

' ".... • O, _=n_ _jJln America in favor .of outright!,/ ..... !,. -.. " . • . .

annexation • of the islands_ They had played an undeniably,. I_

important strategic role in the ./_ _ar,_and given America'_

new dominance in the Pacific, it was thought that they might

,
be equally important in future conflicts, in addltionj

• 4127S4 a
fAe./51aa4d_ had been purchased at a high cost in American _,ive_
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./_o-a_ believed _ that to surrender control of the

islands under such circumstance was unthinkable and, in

fact 2 resolution$cailing for the permanent retention

of all islands taken from the Japanese _ intc_da:v_ in.

Congress. On the other hand, _,-_/_i_,_ f_//-_zu//_
j.

- " "> that in view oT America's-tra-

ditional stance in favor of freedom for all peoples of

,. the world, .+_.c-_1_J S/_. _o_/J _c _e/4_j_ //_ Ide_/.. I_
%

 'lq
•_. ]_$ou_/'_ to profit territorially from its war effort.

To resolve this difference of opinion, a compromise was

obviously needed, 'an_ American policy-makers availed them-

selves of the United Nations Charter to find one.

The problem of post-war disposition of non-self-governing

territories was a prominent concern in the drafting of the United

15

Nations Charter in 1945, and, after long debate, a solution emerged

16

which was embodied in Chapters XI and XII of the Charter. The essence

of Chapter XI is that there is a general "sacred trust" which all

United Nations members must observe in regard to non-self-governing

17

territories. Chapter X_I - _:. _ contains the specifics

'41Z735
Of a _-_. ",. Asystem for the administration and supervision of
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_-- 18
such territories under the authority of the United Nations itself.

According to the Charter, non-self-governingterritories

are placed under trusteeship by agreement between the United Nations
A

19
and the country responsible for the territory's administration. This

agreement Sets out the particular terms of the trust, and designates

an "administering authority' for the territory which traditionally ,

although •not necessarily, has been the country placing the territory

20

into the trusteeship system. For its part, the authority undertakes

to administer the trust in such a way as to promote both international

security, and the "political, economic, socialand educational advance-

21
merit of the inhabitants . o o,' of that territory. The United Nations'

duties towards the. trustare usually performed by the-General Assembly,

and they include.approval of the trust agreement, and any subsequent

2_
modification thereof, and general supervision of the trust administratio_

•through• the medium of the Trusteeship Council established by ChaPter

23

XIII.of the Charter. The Charter also provides, however, that all

or part of a trust territory can be designated as a ,strategic area ,_4

in which case all functions of the United • Nations relating to that

territory are assigned to the Security Council 25 ....@ • J

41Z796
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_ uo other definition_.l dlstlnctlons between the two types
A

of trusts°

7_e_ provision for strategic trusts was included

in the trusteeship system primarily at the insistence of the United

26

States c_-A;. I_ n_k __,_/_'/S¢_.> "/_.kPg._ t • 7_ _ 6_t_ f S_/Z_

@p_ _ 2_o_'/$/_ 7_m _o/u6 > its Micronesian problems,

Late in 1946, the United States proposed that the islands be made a

strategic trusteeship.:_ , "_- --_ The Security

Council gave its approval to a specific trusteeship agreement on April

2, 1947, •and when it was approved in turn by Congress and by President

Truman, the United States became the administering authority of the

Z_7
strategic area known as the Trust •Territory of the Pacific Islands.

A look at the precise terms of the 1947 Agreement revealst

why the submission of the islands to the •Trusteeship System was such

an effective compromise -- it offered something for everyone.

41Z797
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For annexationists, the agreement featured a carte blanche for the

• • 28 _'_

United States to establish bases and station troops in the area,_,_-pre-

.,q
29

ferential co_nnercial status for American .traders. Host impor.tantly,

_#_i/6_ _C/_/_4 _ /__ to limit _ practical effect of Unitedi!

Nations' supervision by declaring at its discretion that _or all

30

of the Trust Territory was closed "for security reasons". For anti-

colonialists, however, the agreement contained an explicit c0zumitment

by the United States to the promotion of the humanitarian interests

31

of the inhabitants of the Trust Territory, and an implicit measure,

32

of international accountability. Thus, temporarily at least, the

.problem of i_Iic.ronesia was solved,

B. The Trust Administration ....

" curious

After the 1947 Agreement went into • effect, aAdichotomy de-

veloped in the'attit_ude of the United States towardS, the Trust

Territory. kq%ile _mbitious military, projects ....were Jvigorouslypursued_.

in the:Territory by the _armed services% 'civilian development of the

Trust proceeded slowly at best under the administration of, first,

the Department of the Navy and then, after 1951, of the DePmrtment of

3B
the Interior. In part, the neglect of civilian affairs has a prac-

41Z798
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tlcai explanation. Comprised, by best estimates, of some 2,141

islands scattered over 3,000,000 square miles of ocean north of the

equator in the Western Pacific,•and populated by an extremely small

number of people, Micronesiaposed a formidable administrative chal_-

34
lenge for the United States. Additionally, in the post war era,

the United States simply had more important priorities than the

• 35
re-building of Micronesian society, in any 'event, during the initial

stages of the United States' trusteeship the economic, social and

political development of theTerrit0ry languished. Symptomatically,

the headquarters of the United States administration was not mo_ed

36
into the Territory until 1962.

The benign neglect which characterized civilian affairs

contrasts sharply with the energy expended i-on military projects in

37 •
the Territory during the same period. Bikini Atoll in the Marshalls

38
was the site of an important hydrogen bomb test in 1954, while

Kwalajein Island in the same chain was built into a missile testing

facility costing hundreds of millions of dollars --

41; 7SS
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r

at a time when the annual Sudget for the entire territory

never exceeded seven million dollars•. Salpan

!

Island in the Marianas_ "which Were placed under special
/

mili_y control from 19.53 to 196_ was the site of a

massive building project, not for the benefit of the inha-

bitants, but as part of the creation of a training base _

• for Nationalist Chinese soldiers receivin_ C.I.A. instruc-

tion.

This _-_i_£_l_ state of affairs finally came

to an end in the early 1960's. On the threshold of the

Vietnam era, United States military and government offi-

clals had occasion to_ • • re-examine the United States'

posture in the Pacific, • and as a result they again became

alerted to the •potential value of Micronesla to America's

.......Vf •
security interests, At the same time, the government

became very sensitive to the changing international atti-

tude towards the existence of dependent territories caused

by the accession to independence of large numbers of former

colonies in Africa and Asia. This cha_e was reflected in

• 41  )0
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the United Nations by such manifestations as the £m_+,k

1960 "Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Co-

lonial Countries and ?eoples", but, more importantly, it

also resulted in increased activity in the Trusteeship !

L
Council. In 1961, an investigatory United iiations Mission

was sent to Mieronesia for the first time, and its findings

were su_a_izd in a report that was sharply critical of

.-rw-_ _ _- _ _ the American administration.

Against this background, the _/_s_JrX set out

to develop a new policy for Micronesia. Looking to the

future, the Kennedy ind then Johnson administrations decided

that the United States would seek some form of perman t

association with the Territory after the Trust was terminated_

To that end, massive economlc and political development pro-

grams set in motion to creat_ a favorable, and credible,
A

climate for a plebiscite in which the inhabitants of the

• ,.: _S..__D/_ '. . _ _.-.
Territory co_.., be asked to _d_Pf. association wfth-the

_6

United States for thei_r polit'cal future beyond trusteeship.
" 41Z801
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The practical impact of this renewed interest in

the Trust •Territory was immense. Funds were pumped into

the _erritory to spark •an economic revival, and gradually

the Trust _ its sobriquet of the "Rust •Territory". In

1964, a Congress of Micrones_a, a bicameral body with sig-

nificant legislative powers, was created to give the people

of Micronesia a genuine opportunity to direct their own affairs

The next two United Nations Visiting Missions in 1964 and

• f_ •

1967 were both t_e_flc_ousl,y impressed b_ the progress that

was being made.

Ironically, however, this radical improvement of the

Trust administration, an imprbvement which is still contin-

uing today, has never led to attainment of the political •

bbJectives desired by the United States. _

4180
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_--_rust ad,_i_ist_io],, a_, i,!ipzovemeat whlc_.S s_i-_!I

-e_-.Lnuinc today, has-been,or Io_d to attainment of-_

negotiations concernizN _'_tl'ie future status of the Trust

Territory began between Washington and the Congress of

,_ Micronesia in 1969, both sides were nominally seeking the

TO same goal of "free association" between the United States

_ ._ -U_ and Micronesia® A each side had a radically.differentT

_ . view of the form that association should take. The United

States wanted a compact which would be revocable only

with the consent of both pa_tles, and

:[- which would give it outright a great deal of

land for military installations, azd_emlnent d_ over'__

the rest. The Microneslans, on the other hand, were.:_

looking for a truly voluntary arrangement which would be

subject to unilateral termination_ they also wanted

to retain full con[ol of their scarce land resources.

. . / This was not the only rock upon which negotia-
/

.,;_j ,. tions foundered, however; the talks between the United

' 41S0
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States and _licronesia were also hampered by sheer inefficiency and

simple disinterest on the part of the Americans. No real progress

was made until• the _ _,la round-of talils in 1971, when control of the

negotiations on the Ameeican side was taken out of the hands of the

Department of the Interior and placed in those of Special Ambassador

Haydn Williams at the head of A new Office of _licronesian Status Nego.

52

tiations. Up to that point, American negotiators had almost no real

power and often had not even been.informed of the official

United States position on important issues. To some extent, this

state of affairs prior to 1971 was merely a reflection of the indiffer-

ence to the Micronesian situation displayed by top _overnment officials

in the Nixon administration. Secretary Kissinger is reported to have

said in response to a question about a point in the negotiations:

53

"There are only 90,000 people out there. Who gives a damn?"

_/z//g_ 7_ negotiations stalled by such problems 2

separate negotiations between the United States and the Mariana

Dc-
I_lands District of the Trust Territory

41Z804
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C. The Negotiations with the Mari.anas
°

In point of fact, Marian.as separatism is not a new element

on theMicronesian scene; the inhabitants of those islands have been

agitating for closer poltical ties with the United States since the

54
Trust was instituted. The majority of the 14,000 Marianans are of

•different ethnic and linguistic descent from the bulk of the popu-

lation elsewhere in the Territory,• and they have never accepted the

the historical accident of Spanish, then German, and finally Japa-

nese imperialism which linked their island group with the others

55
of the Trust Territory. They also have long viewedwith envy the

advantages of association with America enjoyed by their fellow

Chamorros on Guam. Finally, during the course of the trusteeship,

this sense of distinct Marianan identity has received special social

and economic reinforcement. As a separate military territory from

1953 to 1961, and then as the seat of the Trust administration as

a whole, the Marianas District has_ enjoyed greater economic benefits

56
than the rest of the Territory. As the per capita income of the

district has risen, so has its feeling of superiority.

These various elements of Marianas separatism

41 805



did not, however, •coalesce into' an effective political

force until the onset of United States negotiations with

the Congress of Micronesia. Faced with the prospect of

the loss of United States•dollars coupled with that of

responsibility for economically _-_s_-developed districts

of the Xerritory, the Marianas decided in April of 1972

to request.-the opening of separate talks aimed at develop-

ing a special political relationship between the Marianas

and the United States'. Up to that point, the United

h_L

States had discouraged suc_ Overtures, and itdappeared

•_------_-_-:-:--_:committed to-@stabllshing a single status

58
for the whole of Micronesia, . _e offer by the Mari-

anas,Acoinciding,as it did with the difficulties in the

primary negotiations, held out an appealing incentive for

a change in policy. The Mari-anas' representatives made it

•clear that they were amenable to a mutuallly binding

permanentrelationship, and that they were •willing to

give the United States substantial land areas for bases.

41S06



In consequence, the United States began to negotiate with

the representatives of the Marianas District as well as with the re-

presentatives of the Congress of Micronesia. While talks with the

Micronesians remained stalled, those with the Marianans blossomed

6O

relatively quickly into a draft covenant which was signed by

61

both parties on February 15, 197_. The Covenant was approved over-

whelmingly by the inhabitants of the district in a plebiscite in

62

June observed a Special United Nation's mission. Approval by the

63
United States House of Representatives in July was followed by

• 64

approval by the Senate in February of 1976, and President Ford signed

the Covenant into law on March 24. This final approval has not

yet culminated, however, in full establishment of the new Marianas

commonwealth. By its ow_ textures,the Covenant will be effective only

at such time as the Marianans have drafted and accepted a constitu-

tion and the President of the United States has declared that the

L66

trust arrangement for Micronesia as a whole has been terminated.

I .

41 80'7



II Analysis of The Covenant

At this juncture, consideration of the

propriety of the United States' actions with regard to the

Marianas within the framework of the trust relationship

_/_z_ = _ 7 must focus on two closely related

_uestions concerning the Covenant.• The first •is Whether the

United States acted properly in allowing geographic fragmen-

tation of the Territory in terms of its future status, and the

second is whether the specific commoh_ealth arrangement

contemplated by the Covenant fbr the Northern Mmrianas and the

United States is consistent With the objectives of the Trusteeship

System. The answers to both these /

41Z808



@¢a_!;'o_5 can be found through close analysis of the specific articles

i'

of the United Nations Charter and other .international agreements

which bind United States'. action with regard to the trusteeship.

A. Fragmentation of the Trtist

The separate negotiations of the United States and the

/

Northern Mariana Islands raises one of the pre-eminent, issues in

the topic of self-determination -- the identification of precisely

which geo,political groups are entitled to determine their own

futures. Through the Covenant, the United States has taken the

position that the Marianas __-_ave an equally legitimate right

self-determination as the Trust Territory as a whole. Yet,

historically, that right has only been accorded to the majority

within any generally accepted politics], anit a __e United Nations

has an_ r-cc _ .... n--_I_-_ ..... _......___ ............._ position

attempt at the partial or totaldisruption

I._ °f the n ati°nal unity and the territ°rialintegrity.

of a country is incompatible with the purposes and

principles of the Charter of the United Nations.

The Trust Territory, of course, is not a "country", nor

does it have anything but a nascent "national unity". Micronesia

41 809
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was and is an artificial creation Of historical happenstance.

Still, it must be determined whether this distinction is signifi-

cant, or whethe_under_ the pr=nc_-l_o _L_±_u _b_ve_ the compo-

sition of the Trust Territory must be held inviolate in terms of

its future status. The language of the Charter and of the 1947

Agreement suggest that the distinction does justify the separate

negotiations with the.Marianans.

The basic objectives of the trusteeship system are deli-

neated in Article 76 of the •United Nations Chsrter. With one ex-

ception, the general goals of trusteeship are stated only in broad

outline. On the subject of the political future of a trust,

however, the Charter goes •into •significant detail. It mandates

for the "inhabitants"of each territory

• • • their progressive development towards
self-government or independence as may be
appropriate to the particular circumstances _ _ ,._
of each territory and its peoples and the

freely expressed wishes of the peoples con-
cern_ed_ and as may _e provided _ by the te-rms
of •each trusteeship agreement;. . .

In the particular case of the Pacific Trust Territory, the trustee-

ship agreement does not elaborate on this proposition; the language

• 7Z
of the relevant section simply tracks that of article 76°

 l: @iO
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The key word in this section is _ the term "pebples":.

It is not defined anywhere in the Charter, ==-t_c-__i_D!e dictionary

definition must _: ._ fn _uctc_l: "a body of persons that

are united by a common culture, tradition, or sense of kinship, that

.....

typically have common language, institutions, and beliefs, and that

Often constitute a politically organized group". The Marianans

clearly fit this •description. Moreover, the use of _ the

word "inhabitants" in the same article seems to provide .tacit re,

cognition of the fact that more than one "people" witha right to
.._n_" _I_:_. ,. "_ . .

• . '- _ ,'.. _i: ._,.., 7L/
self-determination may inhabit a particular trust! territory •.

This provision for the recognition of sub-territorial

political movements is not, however, self-executing. The language

of Article 76 contemplates the exercise of discretion b y the

trustee "as may be appropriate". The United States was thus man-

dated to balance the positive right of the _larianas to a separate

status against the negative . : separation of the _arianas might
A

have on the viability of any political unit encompassingthe

,{
rest of the Trust Territoryp given the_Ismallness of Micronesia in

75 41 811
both a geographic and an economic sense. The facts indic•ate this

J ,_ . _. _,_
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t, °

The partlcu!ar circumstance_' of the Trust Territory are

that there is no single "people", except in an administrative sense,

and that there are a number of sub-regions within the Territory

which have legitimate his_r_ical, ethnic and cultural reasons for

demanding special treatment from the administering authority. The

United States neither initiated nor particularly encouraged the

separate negotiations with the _larianas; it simply responded to the

unilateral a_itiation of the _Iarianas for a _earate future status

v6
from the rest of Micronesia. The fait accompli nature of th_ situ-

• [

ation contrasts sharply with the speculative nature of the adverse

impact whlich fragmentation might have on the Trust.

More importantly, perhaps, circumstances simply left the

United-States in its capacity as trustee with no more attractive

practical options than the one it exercised. The alternative to con-

donation of _larianas separatism would have been its discouragement

or suppression, but that course of action would certainly have been

of dubious legality. Such action, moreover, would not even neces-

sarily have been successful. An implied threat which underlay all

4138IZ
of the dealings between the United States and the _larianas was that

of the r,[arianans simply going elsewhere for assistance if the
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Several critics of the proposed commonwealth have sug-

gested that even if there is Some justification for the United

States arrangements with the Mariana_, the true wishes of the people

of those islands were never"freely expressed" within the meaning of

77
article 76. What this criticism ignores, however, are the basic

facts .that the Marianans were at no time forced to participate in

the covenant negotiations and that they were •given the, opportunity

to approve or disaprove of the end product of that process. Up

until the moment of the plebiscite, the Marianans retained the

78
option of rejoining the pan-Micronesian negotiations. Furthermore,

the plebiscite itself wa y a United Nations Visiting

O__{_ sion _gave _ ..........- fairness of the

which its full approval to theAConduct of the campaign

79
and the final result of the vote.

There is also historical precedent for the United _ates'

treatment of the Marianas' political status movement. _en the

United Kingdom decided to terminate its trusteeship over the Trust

8o
Territory of the Cameroons, it requested ' -- "_

41 81S



the United _ations sponsor a plebiscite to determine the

wishes of the population. As a result, the Southern Cam-

er0ons _ with the French Trust Tertiary of the Cam-

eroons to form• an independent state, while the Northern

E2
Cameroons chose to Join the Nigerian Federation.- This ex-_-

ample _ distinguish@_&on the basis of the fact _ that '

the northern and• southern portions of the British Cameroons

'had never been actively administered as a single unit be-

S3

cause of the physical isolation of the one from the other_

£:c_._I--_onsideringzthe separate administration of the

] "
1

Marianas from 1953-1961 and the United States' use of

_,...._ .._
t- " -

a plebiscite to determine popular opinion, the sltuationZ

_certainly analogous .... h __........:_,_ i

_ Summary, the.United States' ne_otiationSwith

_he_ Marianas are supported by both the _ and the prac-

tlce_4_ the_-_c--_ti_,_l _rusteeship mysZem. The Northern

I Marlana Islands requested separate status from the rest of

the Trust Territory on the basis of legitimate, long-stand- '

_Ing claims. The United States acceded to the request only

41Z814



after it had _ attempted to make an arrangement

for Micronesia as a whole. Finally, the results of the

negotiations were ratified by the inhabitants of the islands

in a free p_ebiscite observed by a United Nations Visitin_

Mission. The United States thus seems to have fully dis-

charged its obligations to _ulde the political development

" of the Trust Territory as the "particular circumstances" of

the territory and the "freely expressed wishes of the

people concerned" require.

s

B, The Commonwealth Proposal

The more difficult question concerning the United

States' separate dealings with the Northern Marianas

l_r_/v_ _ the propriety of the specific commonwealth arrange-

ment which has been developed by the parties. Underlyln_

the entire Trusteeship System is the notion that the admin-

is terln_ authority of a trust stands IDa special fiduciary

relationship to the inhabitants of its tsrritor_ _I

expressed InArtlcle 73 of the Charter, this relationship

41Z815



demands that the United States place the interests of the

peoples of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

above all other considerations in determing the future

status of any or all portions of Micronesia.

The most important practical impact of the

7J
"sacred trust"_is that it that it prevents any action by

the administering authority which might prejudice achieve-

ment of the basic objectives of the Trusteeship System

for a particular trust _err_tory. In the context of the

UoS.-Marianas commonweal_h arrangement, this means that

unless

the relationship is improper =/ the measure of autonomy

which it gives to the inhabitants of the islands is equi-

• . • ., • •
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valent .to "self-government or independence" within the

meaning of Article 7_ of the Charter.

In most ways, the commonwealth covenant passes

this threshold test easily. The is]_a_ds,have not b_en ,

given independence, but they have been given a full measure

of self-government. _e _.w_ __ f_ C_-

E

Perhaps .the best example of the _ of control

over internal affairs which the covenant gives to the

}. Marianans is provided by special provisions in that docu-
/ _

ment relating to control of the very scarce land resources

of the newterritory. The new government of the islands

.__.,_ _.". . . powers of eminent domain, as well as

a special power to.limit the possesionof real property .-:-

in the Marianas to native inhabitantsl

41Z817
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Perhaps ,the best example of the 64_/_ . of Control
_._

over internal affairs which the covenantgives to the

., %

'. . Marlanans is provided by special provisions in that docu-
/ i

ment relating to control of the very scarce land resources

of the new territory. The new government of the islands
/.

._f._ "_. .... powers of eminent domain, as well as

a special power to limit the possesion of real. property :

in the Marianas to native inhabitantsl

41; 81.8



In recent years, however, one aspect of the test

I

has been change_, and that lchange makes the success of the
A

covenant in the United Nations more problematical. Desoite

the Precise language of Article 76 which refers to "self-

government or independence", Third World Countries in the

General Assembly have prompted a re.interpretation of that

phrase to make those two statuses identical, rather than

alternative, goals for the political development of a trust

territory. _ "_._ "Declaration on the Granting of

ll'" _

of Independence to Colonial Countries and People_ _i_k

41 819
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I

the General Assembly s_ IV60 _tT_o_%,c_ _?ng/_

v_t /S ' : quite emphatlc on this point_

1

Wh_ae the precise legal effect of a General Assembly reso-

_"_":- d"_ 2._._flution is still a matter of some controversy, ......
,J

q3
7_21"./'//X,.Anot binding on any member state of the United Nations, nor

_,_ /5: itj .because of Security Council control over strategic

• /
_rusts, 2pp.Zicable to the Trust _erritory of the Pacific

islands. For lack of any otherguide%ines, however, the

message.of theDeclaratlon might be very persuasive in

the context of Security Council review of the United

States' plans for termination of the Trust, considerin_

that the inhabitants of the Marlanas M6al never

41ZSZO
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offered a true independence option. The plebiscite offered

a choice between:only aceeptance"or rejection of the speci-

fic commonwealth set-up.

In practice, however, even the. GeneralIssembly

has approved a status short of full independence for a

non-trust, non.self-governing territory. In the early
)

1960's, the. Cook islands, comprising two small island

groups in the South Pacific controlled by New Zealandj be-

/gan to agitate for a new status. After U.N.-supervi sed

general elections, _ finaliy opted for a"free association"

with _New Zealand ,_)cA _ a v_ +he_ _dl _ Zoo/ _4o_ •

_ _)/_u_g_ _j_f_. /_9./1 .._ _he conduct of foreign

and defense affairs was left to _/m_ ._e,a,-)¢_-),_." " The

General Assembly then passed a resolution declaring that

the Islands were no longer a Non-Self-Governing Territory.

At the same time, however, it must be noted that the Gen-

" eral Assembly has refused to approve a similar arrangement

which currently exists between .the United Kingdom and several

small islands in the West Indies.

41ZSZl



T_cc ccntrastinc_coi_ion_ __o not simply the

result of capriciousness; _ reflectr the action of another

General Assembly resolutlon which both f,_odJ;4}.s and (zpa-_d_

on the Declaration on the Grantin_ of Independence. G.A.

100

Res. 1541, passed oniy one day after its more famous pre-

decess0r, retreats from:'the<positlon::_that independence is

the only status acceptable for a dependent territory and

• J/ .._.t."

lOl

Again, this Resolution is not precisely applicable to

United States termination of its Trust, because the Se-

curityAhasfull• ,t _ discretion to approve or disapprove of

the termination plan, but the •principles• outlined in 1541

are nevertheless likely to be consulted in a determina-

tion of the validity of the Marianas commonwealth.

_nfortunately, the proposed commonwealth Noz_no/_ dd_S,,6_"e-

fit into any of _he_discrete categories envisioned by

the _resolution.

41ZSZ



Applyin_ the definitions_to the proposed com-
-!

monwealth throws the problems of the plan into sharp relief.

In ma_y ways, the future arrangement between the Marianas

and the United States resembels a free association. The

partieshave voluntarily acceded to the status, and the

ceMpl_

non-independent party has been given .. control over its
.A

to3

internal affairs. The arrangement.does not _aH_ achieve

that status, however, because the re_lationshlp between

zoq
the islands and the United States is mutually binding.

Without a unilateral option for the Marlanas to alter or

terminate the relationship, the commonwealth fails to meet

the criteria for a truly "free" association,

.... An argument tbat the proposed commonwealth con-

stltutes an, integration of the Marianas into the'United /C.

,..,4,d,
States is even more difficult to make. Although the cove-

nant makes the inhabitants of the Marianas United States

citizens, its specific terms clearly contemplate some

different treatment for each group. More importantly, the

Proper circumstances for integration, as defined b_ the



- q.

United Nations, have never existed in the Trust Territory

in general, or the Marianas in particular. The only "free

pOli_ical institution" which the Mariahas possessed prior

to,the signing, of _thecoVenant was a district legislature

Ce,..,
, . whl _.q_ith _ real powers and yet it was that body "e"

• created the _ Political Status Commission which con-

'loCI

• ducted negotiations with t_e Americans. It is precisel_;

this pattern of activity by an,existlng legislative _,roupA

whlch"the United Nations objected to in the case of the

i--

/0_ ..
_# G_ e_ p o.;..r e_,,"lo4...r.

......•..... U--" _ i=_--- .:-..- . ....,,_ ...-,.-: .. .... ",. .::

In summary, _he proposed commonwealth does not

.-'....,.-,; ..-,..,_. of the- ..- .... . .-:.._ :, -'!.-: ..! :: .
fit into any/categoriesLof political status approved .by the

-. • - _:. ......... " ..... "',':' h'" , "', _...... ' ';_ "_ _!:'".! ,..',:.:" ; __" "" ;'" "" : .... "

United Nations,• and ahy...international review o.f the

I "_i.."_'"; "."' , ; -,-./ : . _ . . ...... " " ..

to
arrangementis likely/draw a negative ••'inference from this |

lack, of conformity. ' ':::,:--.. _.-_ _.'o.b_:Lt_ t;,e _;.._".:_._:-::......... t

"...':"":.',:',v .'t].,
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On the balance, then, the proposed commonwealth

covenant between the United States and the Northern Marian_

Islands can be characterized like olmost any political plan --

it has both merits and demerits. The Covenant does fulfill

>

legitimate aspirations of the Marianans, - but it has the

practical impact of Jeopardizing the the political fuDure of

the rest of the Trust Territory. Similarly, while the

commonwealth does not fit into any approved po!itical status

I

mold, the idea that the Marianans may not accede to any

status other than the ones chosen by the General Assembly

is as repugnant to the ideal of self-determinatlon as

the concept of imperialism it was designed to suppl_nt.

Unlike most political plans, however, the final judgment of

whether the proposed commonwealth, on balance, prop@rly effec-

tuates the United States' obligations #S left to the•partie_

themselves because the Covenant is not subject to any for-

mal international review.
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• 1The cruciai component of this insulation is the

_+ . _ _hat h6 United Nation's approval

the

is rcquired for / terminstion of the 1947 Trusteeship

Agreement which is needed to put the Covenant into effect.

Despite the inherently temporary nature of trust status,

the _sections of the United Nations Charter which •delineate

the Trusteeship System make no specific provision for

412826
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the •termination of a trust. The subject did arise •during•

the original debates concerning the System in the form of

a proposal that the United Nations be vested with the power

•to terminate all trusts, b_ that was defeated because _t was

felt to be contrary• to the voluntary basis of_the trustee-

-IIO

ships. The only guidance concerning termination to be

" found in the Charter, therefore, is the l_p/t_' rule of reason

that a trust must endwhen the objectives of the trusteeshi_

have been achieved. The Charter does not, however, contain

anyexplicit instructions as to who should make that all

important determination.

• It has been suggested that United Nations approval

of any trust • termination is mandated by language in Articles

83 and •85, but while that argument is appealing, it is

not suff-icientlyconclusive to_supp.ort Uni.ted_Nahions_ review

of the Marianas commonwealth. The relevant •language in those

Articles specifies that "the approval of the terms of the

ill
trusteeship agreements and of their alteration or amendment"

is a mandatory function of the U.N. with regard to Trusteeships
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In this precise context, however, such expansion is •inapt.

Terminationwill neither amend-nor alter the terms of the

1947 Agreement; Kt Will simply cause them to cease to hsve

effect.

- - -......." _- ...._----_ A, ,:';..:, ;he cuestion

• of termination _ been dealt with explicitly in the specific
L

.ll%
trusteeship agreement for_ territory, but no such clear

provision is contained in the 19h7 Agreement. The only

reference to termination In that document is one which seems

t:o support the-po.sl_vo_ f#,_ /'_e _#/f_ J_/_g#-,/power of ter-

ruination is unilateral and unreviewable: "The terms of the

present _greement shall not be altered, amended or terminated

without the consent of the Administering Authority." This

stater_n.t:.may or may notimply ' ...... :. that the Agreement

can be terminated without the consent of the .United Nations,

. . . _ . .

but in any case, it does not provide the kind of explicit

authority necessary to force the United States to submit

the-commonwealth proposal for review.

;_/0,"_'1 e.c_'_..f".. _/..s',_,. ;'...... :.-_ for the United Nations

 iZSZ8
• C,
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to raise the question of the legality of the Marianas

Commonwealth on its own initiative. Because the Territory

is a strategic trust, the problem is beyond the competence

. J,
veto in the Security Council virtually _ssures .that .there

will never be a formal consid&ration of _the plan_S_V _

The Covenant _/$o ,'_'l_,_.:,. the6retically be open

to challenge in the International Court of Justice, but

again, such a challenge is unlikely to materialize. Article

89 of the Charter specifies that "any alteration or amendment,

of the terms of trusteeship "shall be agreed upon by the

states directly concerned, including the mandatory power in

the case of territories held under mandate by a Member of

the United Nations." Leaving aside for the moment the

question of whether termination is one of these items which

must be "agreed upon", the phrase "states directly concerned"

.. f27
has never been adequately defined by the United Nations.

There are undoubtedly several Pacific nations, including

Japan, the former mandatory power, that are concerned about

k 4iZSZ9
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the future of the Territory, and this article seems to give

them a judicially cognizable interest therein. The fact

that no other powers-were involved in the formation of the

Trust should not necessarily preclude their participation

in its termination. In view of the International Court's

. well-kno_m aversion_to _ "political" issues, • however, a

Judgment on the merits of that case is unlikely.

A final avenue of attack on the Covenant would

ordinarily be the courts of the United States itself, but

this approach has been closed off as well. I_ logically,

a Trust may not be terminated unless its objectives have

been fulfilled, then, a fortio_i, a determination that it

has been terminated should mean that the people of the trust •

have acceded •to an appropriate political, social and economic

status. __b_S_ 1002 of the Covenant provides in relevant

part: .f ....

Any determination by the President that theTrusteeship Agreement has been terminated . . .

wlll be final and will not be subject to review

" 41 830
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_ ___

/ by any authority, judicial or other_ise, of
!

theTrust Territory of the Pacific Islands,

_ the Northcrn Marianas Islands or the United
_/ States.

can only
This ban on review of the termination /_have thc practical

vffect of making review of the CoVenant itself more difficult_

The United States is thus free in the technical

sense of that word to implement the Covenant with the Northern

Marianas Islands. To do so, however, will create a _ore

serious dilemma than the one the commonwealth is designed

to solve because such action would fly in the face of

of accepted attitudes concerning the treatment of Non-Self-

Governing peoples. _Td-__f internntional public opinion

cannot find an official voice with which to express its

d1_p/e.osv_ with the Covenant, it can unofficially make things

very unpleasant for this country.

" The crux of the matter seems to be a feeling

that the United States, actions have violated at least

the spirit of of its trusteeship position. Because of ZYte

A not so subLle _/va_" of." ,¢--_. the negotiations,
A



the Covenant Presents the unfortunate specter of a

western imperialist power seeking to further its own security'

at the expense of true freedom for the people of Micronesia.

/_b The negotiations were mishandled by the

parties on a public relations level_ and created an unfavorable

impression on world opinion which prevents thoughtful eval-

uation of the actual worth of the commonwealth plan.

The only way this unofficial outcry can be silenced

is if the United States can come to an acceptable agreement

with the rest of Micronesia before the Covenant goes into

41.ZSSZ
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effect. If the United States is able to creete a, viable

future politcal status for the other districts of the

Territory, then its_actions with regard to the Marianas,.

_h_ &_ _ more acceptable, especially if the

Marianas are given L___ -_ a formal opportunity to /

participate in any , future_rather than in the Comm_onwealth.

_ Under ---------_ those circumstances, the United States

could probably •be confident of the results of any voluntary

submission of the Trust termination arrangements to the

United Nations.

To reach such a point, however, the•United•States

has to re-assess its entire position with regsrd to both the

Marianas and the whole of the Trust Territory. It must

6_a_q¢ _the unquestioned assumption_h_t the islands of

Micrones-la are still .e;:s-¢_f_a,___'o A_eri-can s3curity interests

in the Pacific, and _l- - _ " _ - .... _It

permanent association is the only acceptable relationship

41 SSS
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... _"

q

between the United States and its former dependencies. Only

_hen the United States does learn to distinguish between •

what is deslreable and what is possible, and be_een what

is possible and what is essential, will the way be open to

finding a final answer to the dile.._ma raised by the United

States' trusteeship in the Pacific.



, _ - = - Guy Dempsey

' February 28, 1977

_ja_d" Dr af t

FOOTNOTES FOR ARTICLE ON THE MARIANAS ISLANDS

1. This article will use the geographic term

"Micronesia" interchangeably with the political

term "Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands."

For a more detailed geographic description Of

Micronesia, see S. De Smith, Microstates ana

Micronesia at 119 (1970) [hereinafter "De Smith"].

2_ Trusteeship Agreement for the Former Japanese

Mandated Islands, July 18, 1947s 61 Stat. 3301,

ToI.A.S° No. 1665, 8 U.N°ToS. 189 [hereinafter

"1947 Agreement"]°

3. Covenant to Establish a Commonwealth of the North-

ern Mariana Islands in Political Union with. the

United States of America, February 15, 1975,

H.J.Res. 549, 94th Cong., ist Sess. (1975),

S.Jo Res 107, 94th Cong., IstSess. (1975)

[hereinafter "the Marianas Covenant"] (reproduced



in 121 Cong, Rec. 7106-i1 (daily ed. July 21,

• 1975.)] o '

4. The islands are referred to as the Northern

Marianas -_- in order to indicate that Guam,

which is the southernmost island in the Marianas

chain' but which is not part of the Trust Terri-

. . tory, is not included in the new commonwealth.
• • I , - .- ,. . °, b. , . " , , . °,. _ • , . : , ..

The Northern Mariana archipelago is comprised

of 16 islands with atotal land surface area of

•185 square miles and a population, in 1973, of

14,335. Report of the United Nations Visiting •

Mission to Observe the Plebiscite in the Marianas

•Island District, Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands, June 1975, 43 UoN. Trusteeship, Supp.

2, 5-6, U.N. Doc. T/1771 [hereinafter "Plebiscite

Report"]°

5. The six are: Mariana Islands District, Marshall

Islands District, Yap District, Truk District,

Ponape District_ and Palau District. The latter
jJ

• 41Z83G



° _ _ four districts are subdivisions of the caroline

Islands chain.

rb

6. The Congress of Micronesia is a territory-wide

• " ' _':i':.-'-$-__:_legislature" Whichwas created in1964. _ See

generally, N. Meller, The Congress of Micronesia

(1969). The Micronesian Political Status Commission

created by the Congress in 1967 has represented

the Trust Territory inall negotiations with

the United States. D. McHenry, Micronesia: Trust

. Betrayed, 88-94 (1975) [hereinafter "McHenry"].

7_ Mandate for the German Possessions Lying North

of the Equator in the Pacific, L.N. Doc. 29/31/14E

as reprinted in D. Hall, Mandates, Dependencies

and Trusteeships, 307 (1948).

•8. Although the Americans chose to by-pass the

IZ837



• formidable Japanese fortress of Truk in the Caro-

lines, they did seize key islands in tile Marshalls

and the Marianas in swift campaigns during the

summer and fall of 1944. The United States

L

military Operations in the area during the war

are detailed in S. Morison, the Two-Ocean War,

°

295-348 (1963) [hereinafter "Morison"] .

_ _ "" ._'" .- _ '....._.',-.i."..'_ " " _' .... " , """ - ---..0- " • . - . ,. •

9. A Gallup poll taken late in 1944 found that

60% of the Americans surveyed felt that the United

States should retain control of Micronesia after

the war. McHenry, supra note 6, at 188.

10. For example, the B-29 which carried the first

• atomic bomb to Hiroshima was based on the

Mariana island of Tinian. Morison, supra note 8,

at 570

II. The testimony delivered by numerous political

• _ and military figures during the Congressional

hearings on the 1947 agreement • clearly demon-

i"

strate the United States' belief in the
41Z838



strategic potential of Micronesia. Hearings

on S.J. Res. 143 Before the Senate Comm. on

Foreign Relations, 80th Cong., ist Sess. (1947).

In light of the Covenant it is obvious that the

United States still beiieves that bases in

Micronesia are militarily important. Many

commentators agree with this position. See, e.g. ,

comment, The Marianas, the United States, and the

United Nations: The Uncertain Status of the New

.. _.. -.

American Commonwealth, 6 Cal. West. Int'l L.J.

,,_'lo.,.,.d_"t_ _ o/'A<,_1o<:"_u¢.,t,4_e _siJtle

Mihaly, Tremors in the Western Pacific, 52

Foreign Affairs 839 (1974).

.. 12. The conquest of Saipan in the Marianas alone cost

nearly 15,000 American casualties. Morison,

. 41_S39



t_

supra note 8, at 346-47.

13. N.Y. Times, Jan. 12, 1947, at 44, col.. 3.

14. These non-agrandizement ideals had •recently been

• .re.-,iterated ih the historic Atlantic Charter

issued by President Roosevelt and Prime Minister

Churchill in 1941, prior to the United States'

_ • " _'i_"°"! ent into the war. "JointDeclaration of

August 14, 1941, 55 Stat. 1600 (1941), E.A.S.

No. 236.

15. For a brief description analysis of the debate

over the trusteeship system, see Green, America's

Strategic Trusteeship Dilemma, 9 Texas Int'l L.J.

%% s/

19, 27-33 (1974) [hereinafter Green I].

16. Chapter XI, entitled "Declaration Regarding Non-

{

" consists of _'rticles
Self-Governing Territories _; T

73 and 74 of the United Nations Charter. Chapter

XXl, entitled "International Trusteeship System,"

is comprised of Articles 75 through 85, inclusive.
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17. U.N. Charter art. 73.

/ 18. Id., art. 75.

19. Id., art. 77.

20. Id.,.art. 81.

21. The full list Of b_sic objectives of the Trustee-

• •._ . _. . .-..: _ •ship. System is contained in _rticle 76. -
• " - " ° • 6 " " .. . -

22. U.N. charter, art. 85. "

23o Chapter XIII, entitled "The Trusteeship Council,"

consists of articles 8'6 through 91 of the Charter,

inclusive. The functions and powers of the

Council are outlined in _rticle 87.

• 25. U.N. Charter, art° 8_..

26. Green I, supra note 15, at 32.

27. A brief legislative history of the 19-47 Agreement

is provided in U.S. Dep't of State, The United

41zs41
States and Non-Self-Governing Territories, 30-34 (1947) .



28. 1947 Agreement, supra note 2, art. 5. -

29. Id., art. 8o

30° Id., art. 13o

,: _" ... . , "...:..,." ;. ..' . .., . • . . , - .
... • . ... • .

• 31. Id., art. 6o

-\

32. Various rem_. ',_ made by Mr. Austen, the

United States Representative to the Security

Councill, during the United Nations debate over

the 1947 Agreement indicate that there was some

official recognition of this aspect of the

Agreement. U.N. SCOR 407 (1947) o

35. Bothadministrations were characterized by lack

of funds and lack of interest° A brie'f review

•" of the.circumstances of this early stage of U.S.
• ,, . .......- .,., • , . , ,

_'" _'"... "t_"" " :'" " '_.._, _ ,... .'"" '" '" :•.. - ," , ,- " . .- . " . : . • .. • . . .

rule is contained in DeSmith, supra note i,

133-138.
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3_. The islands themselves have a land mass of only

some 716 square miles, and a population of 114,973

inhabitants. Outline onditionsin the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands, U.N. Doc.

T/L.II91, at 1'(15 May 1975).

_-_- or_ z-_ _ ___-j! .,Is

37. The role •of the military in the administration of

the Trust Territory _s detailed in MCHenry, supra- --

note 6, 53-86.

38. Id._ at 58-60.

39. Id., at 60-62.

• • 40. Id., at 56-58;. ..... . "

41. A typical expression of the current military



. " . importance of Micronesia can be found in Miller,

_iThe United States and Oceania: New Dimensions

in the Cold war Refrain, _:_21 Nav. War Coil. Rev.

45 (1969). See also W. Louis, National Security

and International Trusteeship in the Pacific (1972).

42. G.A. Res. 1514, 15 U.N.•GAOR SUpp. 16, at 66,

U.N. Doc. A/4684 (1960) [hereinafter "G.A. Res.

1514" ].

43. Report of •the United Nations Visiting Mission to

• the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, U.N.

Doc. T/1582 (1961).

44. For a thorough, albeit somewhat subjective, i

analysis of the principal elements of this re-

examination of American policy towards Micronesia

:_ see McHenrY, supra note 6, at ii-24.

45. The general blue-print followed by each administra-

tion was a classified report by Anthony J. Solomon

to the. National Security Council made in 1963.



• McHenry, •supra note 6,A16. The political recommen-

dations of the Solomon Report •were• made public

when a copy came into the possession of a group

of Micronesian nationalists. See J. Metelski,

Micronesia and Free Association: Can Federalism

Save Them, 5 Cal. West Int'l L.J. 162, 165 n.17

(1974) [hereinafter •"Metelski"].

46. These programs took a number of forms, but, most

visibly, they involved the influx into the•terri -

tory of •relatively huge numbers of Peace Corps

volunteers who provided the manpower and leader-

ship for this renewed activity. De Smith, supra

note i, ch. 7.

47, Wo Price, America's Paradise Lost, 95 (1966).

• 48. An exhaustive analysis of the origins and subsequent

history of the Congress through 1968 is contained

in N. Meller, The Congress of Micronesia (1969).

49. Reports of the United Nations Visiting Missions



' ' • UoN° Doc. T/!628 (1964)and U.N. Doc. T/1658 (1967).

u __

50. McHenry, supra note 6, at 108-16°

51. C. Heine, Micronesia at the Corssroads, 125-26 (1974)

Mr. Heine, a•native of Micronesia, has been called •

the•father of Micronesian nationalism. Metelski,

supra note 45, at 17i, n. 54

• ' • /. "•6 " " " " " °• ° ° ° "_ [[ • "[ ;• "

52. McHenry, supra note 6_ at 1•03-04o McHenry does

an excellent job of conveying a sense of the con-

fusion which characterized the United States'

end of the negotiations° Id. at 94-108.

53° This statement is reported in a book by fo_er

Secretary of the interior Walter Hickel. W. Hickel,

Who Owns •America? 208 (1971) ° Although it should

be noted that Hickel and Kissinger were known to

be in disagreement over the situation in Micro-

nesia, the Micronesians themselves clearly per-

ceive the United States' attitude towards•the

Trust Territory as including a large component of

41; 846-



disinterest. Heine, supra note 36, at 150-51.
t, '

... . . . • • •

54. Plebiscite Report, supra note 4, at 13.

55. Approximately •7.5% of the inhabitants of the

Marianas are Chamorros, descendants of the

indigenous Marianas people. Id. at 6. Their

sense of cultural distinction from the rest of

"i/ _: _ .-: .- the inhabitants of the Trust Territory is re-

i.nforced by the fact that almost all Marianans

are Catholic, unlike the bulk of the population

elsewhere. Meller, supra note r33, at 280.

56. Plebiscite Report, supra note 4, at •7-8.

These circumstances resulted in more jobs for

Marianan workers and more public works• to benefit

/

the population of the Marianas as a whole.

•57. Green, Termination of the U.S. Pacific Islands

Trusteeship, 9 Texas Int'l L.J. 175, 181 (1974)

[hereinafter • "Green If"].

58. McHenry, supra note 6, 135-36.
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"' ' 59. These factors made the separate talks especially

appealing in so far as Pentagon officials were

concerned. Id. at 136-37.

60. The course of the separate negotiations leading

to the covenant is fuily related in McHenry at

. 140-69.

;. p'_"'.. ,.._... ,.t" • . ""
: " "61 N;Y Times• February 16"" 197'5• Sl at 3 col. 1• • # 8 • "

62. Plebiscite Report, supra note 4, at 41.

63. 121 Cong. Rec. 7117 (daily edo July 21, 1975).

64. 122•Cong. Rec. 2256 (daily ed. Feb° 24, 1976).

/ 65° NoYo Times, March 25, 1976, at Io



...... 67. For an overview of the issues raised by Marianas

separatism, see R. Emerson, Self-Determination

Revisited in the Era of DecolOnization (1964).

68. G.A. Res. 1514, supra note 42, para, (7).

69° For a brief summary of the divisive forces on

• the•Micronesian scene, see Metelski, supra note

45, 176-179.

70. U.N. Charter, art. 76. See text accompanying

note 21, supra.

71. UoN. Charter, art. 76(b) o

72. 1947 Agreement, supra note 2, art° 6 (1) .

73. Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (1973).

74. U.N. Charter, art. 76(b).

76. McHenry, supra note 6, at 135

5. The special problems4_ small territories, in-

cluding Micronesia, are reviewed in UNITAR,
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Small States and Territories: Status and Prob-

lems (Series No. 3, 1973) [hereinafter "small

• states"]. _d_ _ F_ t _SW_L_ j77"_ _g_ _'F

.•.. 42._nt/-._-fo/.s_) (_ 7).
77. This criticism has centered on the possibility

.......- ...... .....: • _ that_ the outcome of the plebiscite was pre .......

determined by both U.S. spending in the Marianas

and the simple • "yes/no" form of the plebiscite

ballot. See, e.g,, the editorial by William

Safire entitled "A Destiny Not So Manifest":

"...the people of the Marianas,'who have become

totally dependent on the U.S. defense establish-

ment already, show good taste in their selection

of a patron country." N.Y. • Times, Feb. 13, 1975,

at 33, col. i; and the remarks of Senator Gary

Hart, who led a brief floor fight to defeat

approval of the Covenant: "In essence, the

people of the Marianas were being asked to choose

between commonwealth status, with some of the

benefits of U.S. citizenship, and continued
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trusteeship, with none of the rights of free

citizens." 121 Cong Rec. 10797 (June 17, 1975).

78. As recently as 1973,• the Congress of Micronesia

passed a resoiution stating that its committee

was the sole Micronesian authority for negStiations

with the United States. This kind of official

. denial of the existence of separate negotiations

obviously left the door op_ for the Marianians

to link up again with the rest of Micronesia.

79. Plebiscite Report, supra note 4, at 41:

The People of the Northern Mariana Islands, in

a well-organized and well-attended poll, voted

by a majority of almosfi 80 per cent to become

a commonwealth of the United States. There was

no improper interferenceby the Administering

Authority. The campaign was freely fought. The

poll was free and seen to be free.



80. Trusteeshi p Agreement for the Territory of the

Cameroons under British Administration, Approved

by the General Assembly on 13 December 1946,

8 U.NoT.S. i19 (1946). For a brief overview of

Cameroons precedent, see Green, Termination of

the U.S. Pacific Islands Trusteeship, •9 Texas

Int'l L.J. 175, at 198-199 (1974) [hereinafter

"Green II"].

81. G.A. Res. 1350, 13 U.N. GAOR, U.No Doc. A/4090,

Add° 1 (1959)•o ••

82. Marston, Termination of Trusteeship, 18 Int'l

& Comp. L.Q. I, 40 (1969).

83. See generally, W. Johnson, The Cameroon Federa-

tion: Political Integration in a Fragmentary

Society (1970)o



3
Members 5f the United Nations which have or

assume responsibilities for the administration

of territories whose people have not yet _ained

a full measure of self-government recognize

%he principle that the interests of the in- _:

habitants of these territories are paramount,

and accept as a sacred trust the obligation

to promote to the utmost . . . the well-bein_

of the inhabitants of these territories...

85. C. Toussaint, The Trhsteeship System of the United

Nations 135 (1956). This is still the most

thorough analysis of the Trust system.

86° The alternate use of the two terms clearly

indicates that a te±ritory can have appropriate

_self-government" even if its inhabitants exercise

less than total control over alltheir political

affairs. The Marianas assignment of the conduct

of their foreign affairs to the United States is

therefore not inconsistent with the assertion

that they are self-governing-

__. ,..
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87. Marianas Covenant, supra note 3, section 103.

88. Id., art. VIII.

, . : the Governm@nt of the Northern Mariana

Islands, in view of the importance of the

ownership of land for the culture and tradi-

tions of the people of the Mariana Islands,

and in order to protect them against exploi-

tation and to promote their economic advance-

ment and self-sufficiency:

(a) will until twenty-five years after

the termination of the Trusteeship Agree-

ment, and may thereafter, regulate the

alienation of permanent and long-term

interests in real property so as to re-

strict the acquisition of such interests

to persons of Northern Mariana Islands

descent;. . .

90. G.A. Res. 1514, supra note. 42.

91. Id._ at 66. .-

92. Id., para. (5_

Immediate steps shall be taken, in TrnsZ

and Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other

territories which have not yet atttained inde-

pendence, to transfer all powers to the peoples

of those territories, without anyconditions

or reservations, in accordance with their freely

expressed will and desire, without any distinc-

tion as to race, creed or co_our, in order to

enable them to__njoy complete independence and

freedom; . . " _1__



93. The consensus seems to be that resolutions con-

tribute to the deveiopment of customarY inter-

national law, although theyclearly do not re-

present internationll law per se. See Green

II, supra note 80, at 44-49, for a discussion

of relevant authorities _

94. U.N. Charter art. 83(I). This factor mitigates

the inference for the Trust Territory which might

otherwise be drawn from theUnited States'

._ . abstention on G.A. Res. •1514, and which is con-

_ sidered in The New American Commonwealth , supra

...._ _ - -note 11, at 395, n. 59. • ....::".,- " " "

95. McHenry, supra no£e 6, at 165-66.

96. See generally, De Smith, supra note i, 46-48.

97. Cook Islands Constitution Act of 1964, 13 Eliz.

2, No. 69 41 (N.Z.) [reproduced in 2 A. Peaslee,

Constitutions of •Nations 944, 962 (3d rev. ed.

"1966)]. -

98. G.A. Res. 2064, • 20 U.N. GAOR •
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99. Small States, supra note 76, at 95-96. See note

109 infra.

i00. G.A. Res. 1541, 15 U.N. GAOR , Supp. 16 at 29,

U.N® Doc. A/4684 (1960) [hereinafter G.A. Res. 1541].

?

.... A Non-Self-Governing Territ0ry can be

be said to have reached a full measure of self-

governmentby:

(a) Emergence as a sovereign independent

State;

_b) Free association with an independent
°

State; or

(c) Integration with an independent State.

Principle VI____I: ..

(a) Free association should be the result of a

free and voluntary choice bythe peoples of the _

territory concerned . . . It should be one which

respects the individuality and the cultural char-

acteristics of the territory . . .and retains

for the peoples of the territory which is asso-

ciated with an Independent State the freedom to

modify the status of that territo_ . ._:_. _-

P rlncTp_e-VIII: Integration with a Independent

State should be on the basis of complete equality

between the peoples of the erstwhile Non-Self-

Governing Territory and those of the independent

country in which it is integrated ....

Principle IX: In£egration should.come about in

the following circumstances: _I__

(a) The integrating territory should have

attained an advanced stage of self-government with

free political institutions .... ..



103. Marianas Covenant, supra note 3, art. I.

104. Id., Preamble°

105. Digest, supra note 66, at 104o

106. Marianas Covenant, supra note 3, art. III.

107. Charter of the Mariana Islands District Legis-

lature, reprinted in Meller, supr a note 33,

at 417-420.

108. TheCommission was established on May 18, 1972,

by resolution No. 2-1972 of the Legislature.

Plebiscite Report, supra note 4, at 16.

109. small States, supra note 76, at 26-27. Britain

never solicited UoN. supervision of the process

by which the federation was created.

ll0. Toussaint, supra note 85, 134-35o

•lll. U.N. Charter art. 83(1)(relating to strategic

areas) ; U.N. Charter art. 85(1) (relating to all

other trust t_rritories) o
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112. Toussaint, supra note 86, 134.

113. 1947 Agreement, supra note 2, art. 15.

k

114 These petitions have come from both individual

and organizations, both within and without the

Trust Territory. For instance, the International '

League for the Rights of Man lodged an official

complaint against the United States' violation

of its trusteeship. N.Y. Times, Dec. i, 1975,

at 3, col. i.

115. It has been suggested that the ruling of the

court in its advisory opinion on the International

Status of South-West Africa [1950] I.C.J. 128

denies the possibility of unilateral termination

L

of a trust by the administering authority. De

Smith, supra note i) 185 n. 24. The case actually

has little precedential value because it in-

volved consideration of a League of Nations Man-

date rather than a United Nations trusteeship.
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116. U.N. Charter art. 79.

117. " Toussaint, supra note 86, 80-87.

118. Id., 125-127.

i19. See generally Chayes, Ehrlich and Lowenfeld,

_ International Law and Institutions

(1974).

120. Marianas Covenant, supra note 3, section 1002.

121. The only note of concern sounded by the U.N.

Mission observing the Marianas plebiscite related

to the fact that in view of the unsettled poli-

tical evolution of the rest of the Territory,

"the voters were necessarily unclear about al-

ternatives to commonwealth status which migh t

eventually have become available." Plebiscite

Report, supra note 4, 41. Giving the Marianas

a chance to re-assess their position when the

future oftherest of the Territory is finally

decided would put this concern to rest.
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, 71

122. For an example of such questioning,•see Mihaly,

Tremors in the Western Pacific, •52 Foreign

Affairs 839 (1974).

" /25, Negotiations between the United States and the re-

presentatives of the rest of _,licronesia are still

going on, albeit in a somewhat desultorY fashion.

The talks at this stage are complicated by the facts
f

that the Marianas example has encourazed separatist

agitation in other districts and that the Hicronesians

have taken a firmer stance in favor of complete inde-

pendence im reaction to the United States' perceived

"bad faith".


